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THE HANDBOOK OF THE NAVIGATOR gives you the essential, yet powerful, basics of true

spiritual awakening. You will learn the process of how spiritual enlightenment happens, what it is

and why it is even necessary for life to continue. It demonstrates how the sixth sense is the single

missing key to explosive states of enlightenment and personal evolution. IT IS NOT A

HOW-TOUnlike Eric Pepin's bestselling spiritual books Meditation within Eternity and Igniting the

Sixth Sense, there are no techniques. In this age of information saturation it offers what is now

quickly dismissed higher knowledge. To simply engage in activities, methods and techniques

without clear understanding of what and why is to be a traveler without a map. If you don't know

where you're going, how will you ever arrive?USING THIS MAP, YOU WILL LEARN:What the

Navigator is and its link to dimensional consciousnessHow a higher consciousness is createdHow

the universe uses life to grow and experience How the universe began and created dimensional

layers of reality (alternate realities)The purpose of lifeHow you experience as an energy beingHow

God, the Universe, communicates to all living beings The reaction that occurred when the universe

began, and how this opposing influences all life and attempts to derail spiritual awakeningThe

greatest skill you can learn to directly 'download' the Universe inside youMORE THAN A GUIDE, IT

IS A MANIFESTOUrging humanity to reach for greater truths. To discard outdated spiritual

stereotypes that seek only constant feel-good gratification and numbing bliss, yet produce little true

growth. It defines vital ingredients that, when missing, makes spiritual awakening as unlikely as

winning the lottery while it should be as easy and natural as breathing.PUT THE PIECES OF THE

'ENLIGHTENMENT PUZZLE' TOGETHERDiscover why past lives are forgotten, how your brain

controls and filters your perception to block spiritual experiences, and how to harness the power of

your greatest ally, the 'Navigator', on the path to awakening.Its final secret reveals the

consciousness within the universe, God, how it relates to you and, ultimately, how to become one

with it.
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This book is not the path to enlightement for the cost of a book. It tries, with simple language, to

point out that we all have to find the answers to big questions ourselves. We have to listen to our

inner voice (called the "Navigator" in the book) to help us find our way along the path to greater

spiritual understanding. The author also heavily relies on metaphors to get his point across. I have

read the book three times over a period of 10 months. Each time I have gained a greater

appreciation of the knowledge contained in the book. Some of the knowlege can only be understood

when the student is at a place of greater awareness. I disagree that the book is a sales pitch for an

expensive course of CDs that Eric Pepin also sells at his website. Yes, Eric has other teachings

available, but I believe the book stands alone as a tool to awaken people to start their own spiritual

journey by whichever path they choose. I also believe that the path to higher conciousness does not

come by reading books alone. A person must also do the work (meditation, reflection, life style

changes...)

If you are a fan of the Star Wars movies or the Matrix movies then you will love this book. It deals

with "The Force" (what it really is and how to use it) and reality as we know it and how to access

multiple dimensions. Personally it explained alot of things that my Hindu texts could not. I loved

"Autobiography of a Yogi" and wanted to learn how the guy bent reality and used ESP but if you

study Hindism or ANY religion or philosophy, they don't, won't or CAN'T teach you any of that. The

Handbook of the Navigator covers all that and more. It will wake up that little kid inside you that's

excited again because FINALLY someone has proved that the FORCE is real and you can use it, if

you'll do it. DO IT!

For me - this book was like being stuck on a conference call for 4 hours. You know the kind? The

kind that could have been handled in 3 minutes if everyone would refrain from yakking and feeling

the need to talk on and on and on.... Just when you think something interesting might be

said......wait for it....nope.Wayne Dyer has a knack for just taking information that others have



written and re-hashing it in his own words. But Wayne has insight and actually adds content

between the Chapter Headings. For me - This was uncomfortable filler upon filler.If this is your very

first book ever on the subject then it may well be a great source of information.I, like another

reviewer, after forcing myself into the later chapters - hey at that point I was to far in to stop - felt

after reading this that it was just a marketing tool being used to hook people into buying a meditation

kit, cd pack, course or something.Let me sum it up.You are a part of something bigger.Learn to

meditate so you can connect with it.Just so happens we sell a meditation course, "The next step is

yours, what are you waiting for"!Yes that is a quote from the final pages.Enjoy it if you buy it, maybe

its what you are looking for.I recommend Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe.

Finally! I found the answers I've been searching for my whole life. This guy actually knows what he

is talking about. The Handbook of the Navigator makes perfect sense. I have read several books

about how to have spiritual breakthroughs and achieve enlightenment but nothing has ever

delivered like the Handbook. Once I started reading I couldn't stop! I read the entire thing in one

night. Its like I was literally starving for the knowledge. Eric Pepin answers all the impossible

questions you've always wanted to know. What is the meaning of life? Do I have a higher purpose?

Does God exist? How was the Universe created? And much, much more. He doesn't give you

shallow or broad answers or make it cryptic so that you are left trying to decipher and find the

meaning behind it all. He thoroughly explains everything in such a beautifully simplistic way that you

can't help but see the truth in it. I had so many 'A-ha' moments while reading this. If you are seeking

direction on your spiritual journey then wander no more. This is the book for you! Truly AMAZING! A

definite MUST READ!

The Handbook of the Navigator is by far the most compelling book I have EVER read! I found this

book at a time in my life when i needed something to free me from the burdens and mundane

feeling i had in my heart. I always knew something wasn't right with how i felt, how this world

seemed to be through everyone else around me. I knew there was something more but i kept

looking for it in all the wrong ways.... Then one day i found this book and it started to free me in so

many ways and still does to this day. The layers and depth of what is written helps you understand

the true essence of your "ISness". The true essence of the universe, The true essence of God. It will

start to break the chains of what society has programmed you to believe and allow you to see

yourself for what you truly are. The beautiful being that is truly boundless.If you are questioning

reading this book all i can say is just give it a chance and see if it can do for you what it has done for



me.
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